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FOREWORD 

 

 

It is my great pleasure to present this laboratory manual for 

Third year engineering students for the subject of Web 

Technology Lab-2. 

 

As a student, many of you may be wondering with some of 

the questions in your mind regarding the subject and exactly 

what has been tried is to answer through this manual.  

 

 

As you may be aware that MGM has already been awarded 

with ISO 9001:2015,140001:2015 certification and it is our 

endure to technically equip our students taking the advantage 

of the procedural aspects of ISO Certification. 

 

 

Faculty members are also advised that covering these aspects 

in initial stage itself, will greatly relived them in future as 

much of the load will be taken care by the enthusiasm 

energies of the students once they are conceptually clear. 

 
 

 

 

Dr. H. H. Shinde 

Principal 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LABORATORY MANUAL CONTENTS 

 

 

This manual is intended for the Third year students of 

Computer Science & Engineering in the subject of Web 

Technology Lab-2. This manual typically contains 

practical/Lab Sessions related Web application Development 

covering various aspects related the subject to enhanced 

understanding.  

Web Technology Lab-2 provides students the idea of creating 

dynamic Web pages and application using HTML, JS, CSS , 

Jquery, Angular.js and Nodejs. Also to connect web 

application with databases.  

Students are advised to thoroughly go through this manual 

rather than only topics mentioned in the syllabus as practical 

aspects are the key to understanding and conceptual 

visualization of all aspects of web application development.  

Good Luck for your Enjoyable Laboratory Sessions  

 

 

Ms. P.T.Avhad     Dr. Vijaya Musande 

                        HOD 

Subject Teacher         

 

 

 



LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 

 

Course Code: 20UCS512L 

 

Course Title: Web Technology Lab-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr.No Name of the Experiment 

1. 
Write a program to get the selected value and currently selected text of a 

dropdown box using jQuery. 

2. WAP to Delete all table rows except first one using jQuery 

3. 
Design an online registration form for any application and 

validate it using jQuery 

4. Create an application for bill payment using Angular JS. 

5. Develop a web application which involves database operations using NodeJS 

6. Improve any Angular (+NodeJS) application by adding Error Handling. 

7. 
Develop a web application which involves database operations using Express 

8. 
Create modern, scalable and high-speed Web Applications with Angular and 

Node.js +Express 

9. Create a RESTful service with Node, Express and MongoDB. 

10. Advanced MongoDB: geospatial Queries, aggregation pipeline, and operators 

 Mini Project 



DOs and DON’Ts in Laboratory: 

 

1.  Make entry in the Log Book as soon as you enter the Laboratory. 

2.  All the students should sit according to their roll numbers starting 

from their left to right. 

3.  All the students are supposed to enter the terminal number in the 

log book. 

4.  Do not change the terminal on which you are working.  

5. All the students are expected to get at least the algorithm of the 

program/concept   to be implemented. 

6.  Strictly observe the instructions given by the teacher/Lab 

Instructor. 

7. Do not disturb machine Hardware / Software Setup. 

Instruction for Laboratory Teachers: 

1.  Submission related to whatever lab work has been completed 

should be done during the next lab session along with signing the 

index. 

2.  The promptness of submission should be encouraged by way of 

marking and evaluation patterns that will benefit the sincere students.   

3. Continuous assessment in the prescribed format must be followed. 

 



MGM’s 

 

Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College, Aurangabad 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

 

Vision of CSE Department 

 

To develop computer engineers with necessary analytical ability and human values who can 

creatively design, implement a wide spectrum of computer systems for welfare of the society. 

 

Mission of the CSE Department: 

1. Preparing graduates to work on multidisciplinary platforms associated with their 

professional position both independently and in a team environment. 

2. Preparing graduates for higher education and research in computer science and 

engineering enabling them to develop systems for society development.  

 

Programme Educational Objectives 

 

 

Graduates will be able to 

 

I. To analyze, design and provide optimal solution for Computer Science & Engineering 

and multidisciplinary problems. 

II. To pursue higher studies and research by applying knowledge of mathematics and 

fundamentals of computer science. 

III. To exhibit professionalism, communication skills and adapt to current trends by 

engaging in lifelong learning. 

 



Programme Outcomes (POs): 

 

Engineering Graduates will be able to: 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems.  

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

anddesign system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations.  

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knoledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 

synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.  

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 

relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowlewdge of, 

and need for sustainable development.  

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms ofthe engineering practice.  

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions.  

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  

 

 



LABORATORY OUTCOMES 

 
The practical/exercises in this section are psychomotor domain 

Learning Outcomes (i.e. subcomponents of the COs), to be developed 

and assessed to lead to the attainment of the competency. 

 

LO-1: Demonstrate Structure and concepts of Selectors and Event Handling in Jquery. 

LO-2: Develop Web Application using Angular js  

LO-3: Analyze the concepts of Node js for back end web application development 

LO-4: Explain and Implement web application which involves database operations using 

Express 

LO-5: Create a RESTful service  with Node, Express and MongoDB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 1: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: Write a program to get the selected value and currently selected text of a 

dropdown box using jQuery. 

 

Theory: 

jQuery is a lightweight, "write less, do more", JavaScript library. 

The purpose of jQuery is to make it much easier to use JavaScript on your website. 

jQuery takes a lot of common tasks that require many lines of JavaScript code to accomplish, 

and wraps them into methods that you can call with a single line of code. 

jQuery also simplifies a lot of the complicated things from JavaScript, like AJAX calls and 

DOM manipulation. 

The jQuery library contains the following features: 

 HTML/DOM manipulation 

 CSS manipulation 

 HTML event methods 

 Effects and animations 

 AJAX 

 Utilities 

Downloading jQuery 

There are two versions of jQuery available for downloading: 

 Production version - this is for your live website because it has been minified and 

compressed 

 Development version - this is for testing and development (uncompressed and 

readable code) 

Both versions can be downloaded from jQuery.com. 

The jQuery library is a single JavaScript file, and you reference it with the 

HTML <script> tag (notice that the <script> tag should be inside the <head> section): 

<head> 

<script src="jquery-3.6.0.min.js"></script> 

</head> 

jQuery CDN 

http://jquery.com/download/


If you don't want to download and host jQuery yourself, you can include it from a CDN 

(Content Delivery Network). 

Google is an example of someone who host jQuery: 

<head> 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.6.0/jquery.min.js"></script> 

</head> 

 

jQuery Syntax 

The jQuery syntax is tailor-made for selecting HTML elements and performing 

some action on the element(s). 

Basic syntax is: $(selector).action() 

 A $ sign to define/access jQuery 

 A (selector) to "query (or find)" HTML elements 

 A jQuery action() to be performed on the element(s) 

Examples: 

$(this).hide() - hides the current element. 

$("p").hide() - hides all <p> elements. 

$(".test").hide() - hides all elements with class="test". 

$("#test").hide() - hides the element with id="test". 

 

The Document Ready Event 

You might have noticed that all jQuery methods in our examples, are inside a document 

ready event: 

$(document).ready(function(){  

// jquery methods 

}); 

This is to prevent any jQuery code from running before the document is finished loading (is 

ready). 

 

jQuery Selectors 

jQuery selectors allow you to select and manipulate HTML element(s). 



jQuery selectors are used to "find" (or select) HTML elements based on their name, id, 

classes, types, attributes, values of attributes and much more. It's based on the existing CSS 

Selectors, and in addition, it has some own custom selectors. 

All selectors in jQuery start with the dollar sign and parentheses: $(). 

 

 The element Selector 

The jQuery element selector selects elements based on the element name. 

You can select all <p> elements on a page like this: 

$("p") 

Example: 

$(document).ready(function(){ 

  $("button").click(function(){ 

    $("p").hide(); 

  }); 

}); 

 

 The #id Selector 

The jQuery #id selector uses the id attribute of an HTML tag to find the specific element. 

An id should be unique within a page, so you should use the #id selector when you want to 

find a single, unique element. 

To find an element with a specific id, write a hash character, followed by the id of the HTML 

element: 

$("#test") 

Example: 

$(document).ready(function(){ 

  $("button").click(function(){ 

    $("#test").hide(); 

  }); 

}); 

 The .class Selector 

The jQuery .class selector finds elements with a specific class. 

To find elements with a specific class, write a period character, followed by the name of the 

class: 

$(".test") 

Example: 

https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_selectors.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_selectors.asp


$(document).ready(function(){ 

  $("button").click(function(){ 

    $(".test").hide(); 

  }); 

}); 

 

We can select text or we can also find the position of a text in a drop down list 

using option:selected attribute or by using val() method in jQuery. 

By using val() method: 

The val() method is an inbuilt method in jQuery which is used to return or set the value of 

attributes for the selected elements. 

Syntax : 

$(selector).val(parameter) 

 <div> 

       <p>The selected value:</p> 

        <select id="myselection"> 

            <option value="1">First</option> 

            <option value="2">Second</option> 

        </select> 

        <br> 

        <button id="submit">Submit</button> 

   </div> 

<script> 

        $(document).ready(function() { 

            $("#submit").click(function() { 

                alert($("#myselection").val()); 

            }); 

        }); 

</script> 

 

  

 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/jquery-val-with-examples/


 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Thus we have successfully covered concepts of selectors in   jQuery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 2: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: WAP to Delete all table rows except first one using jQuery. 

 

Theory: 

What are Events? 

All the different visitors' actions that a web page can respond to are called events. 

An event represents the precise moment when something happens. 

Examples: 

 moving a mouse over an element 

 selecting a radio button 

 clicking on an element 

 

click() 

The click() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML element. 

The function is executed when the user clicks on the HTML element. 

The following example says: When a click event fires on a <p> element; hide the 

current <p> element: 

Example: 

$("p").click(function(){ 

  $(this).hide(); 

}); 

 



dblclick() 

The dblclick() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML element. 

The function is executed when the user double-clicks on the HTML element: 

Example: 

$("p").dblclick(function(){ 

  $(this).hide(); 

}); 

 

mouseenter() 

The mouseenter() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML element. 

The function is executed when the mouse pointer enters the HTML element: 

Example: 

$("#p1").mouseenter(function(){ 

  alert("You entered p1!"); 

}); 

 

mouseleave() 

The mouseleave() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML element. The 

function is executed when the mouse pointer leaves the HTML element: 

Example: 

$("#p1").mouseleave(function(){ 

  alert("Bye! You now leave p1!"); 

}); 

 

mousedown() 

The mousedown() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML element. The 

function is executed, when the left, middle or right mouse button is pressed down, while the 

mouse is over the HTML element: 

Example: 

$("#p1").mousedown(function(){ 

  alert("Mouse down over p1!"); 

}); 

 

 



hover() 

The hover() method takes two functions and is a combination of 

the mouseenter() and mouseleave() methods. 

The first function is executed when the mouse enters the HTML element, and the second 

function is executed when the mouse leaves the HTML element: 

Example: 

$("#p1").hover(function(){ 

  alert("You entered p1!"); 

}, 

function(){ 

  alert("Bye! You now leave p1!"); 

}); 

Remove Elements/Content 

To remove elements and content, there are mainly two jQuery methods: 

 remove() - Removes the selected element (and its child elements) 

 empty() - Removes the child elements from the selected element 

 

jQuery remove() Method 

The jQuery remove() method removes the selected element(s) and its child elements. 

Example 

$("#div1").remove();  

 

jQuery empty() Method 

The jQuery empty() method removes the child elements of the selected element(s). 

Example 

$("#div1").empty();  

 

Filter the Elements to be Removed 

The jQuery remove() method also accepts one parameter, which allows you to filter the 

elements to be removed. 

The parameter can be any of the jQuery selector syntaxes. 

The following example removes all <p> elements with class="test":    



Example 

$("p").remove(".test");  

This example removes all <p> elements with class="test" and class="demo":   

Example 

$("p").remove(".test, .demo");  

First, we create a table using <table> tag and add a button containing btn id. When a user 

clicks on the button, then the jQuery function is called. The jQuery function removes all the 

rows except the first one using the remove() method. 

$('#btn').click(function () { 

    $("#rTable").find("tr:gt(0)").remove(); 

}); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Thus we have successfully done event handling using jQuery in table 



3. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 3: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: Design an online registration form for any application and validate it using jQuery 

 

Theory: 

To use jQuery Validation Plugin we need to include cdn library of jQuery validation plugin 

 

<script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-3.1.1.min.js"></script> <script 

src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-

validate/1.19.0/jquery.validate.js"></script> 

 

Next, we need to write some validation rules in script tag. The validate() method is used to 

validate a form based on the selector provided. 

Form Events: 

 submit()  

The submit event occurs when a form is submitted. 

This event can only be used on <form> elements. 

The submit() method triggers the submit event, or attaches a function to run when a submit 

event occurs. 

Syntax 

Trigger the submit event for the selected elements: 

$(selector).submit()  

Attach a function to the submit event: 

$(selector).submit(function)  

Example: 

Display an alert when a form is submitted: 

$("form").submit(function(){ 

  alert("Submitted"); 

}); 



focus() 

The focus() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML form field. The function 

is executed when the form field gets focus: 

Example: 

$("input").focus(function(){ 

  $(this).css("background-color", "#cccccc"); 

}); 

 

blur() 

The blur() method attaches an event handler function to an HTML form field. The function is 

executed when the form field loses focus: 

$("input").blur(function(){ 

  $(this).css("background-color", "#ffffff"); 

}); 

 

change() 

The change event occurs when the value of an element has been changed (only works on 

<input>, <textarea> and <select> elements). 

The change() method triggers the change event, or attaches a function to run when a change 

event occurs. 

Syntax 

Trigger the change event for the selected elements: 

$(selector).change()  

Attach a function to the change event: 

$(selector).change(function)  

Example 

Alert a text when an <input> field is changed: 

$("input").change(function(){ 

  alert("The text has been changed."); 

}) 

 

 



The on() Method 

The on() method attaches one or more event handlers for the selected elements. 

Attach a click event to a <p> element: 

$("p").on("click", function(){ 

  $(this).hide(); 

}); 

Attach multiple event handlers to a <p> element: 

$("p").on({ 

  mouseenter: function(){ 

    $(this).css("background-color", "lightgray"); 

  }, 

  mouseleave: function(){ 

    $(this).css("background-color", "lightblue"); 

  }, 

  click: function(){ 

    $(this).css("background-color", "yellow"); 

  } 

}); 

<script> 

$(document).ready(function(){ 

  $("#registration").validate({ 

    // Specify validation rules 

    rules: { 

      firstname: "required", 

      lastname: "required", 

      email: { 

        required: true, 

        email: true 

      }, 

      password: { 

        required: true, 

        minlength: 5 

      }}, }); 

}); 

</script> 



 

 

 

Conclusion: Thus we have successfully completed form validation & event handling using 

jQuery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 4: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: Create an application for bill payment using Angular JS. 

 

Theory: 

AngularJS is a very powerful JavaScript Framework. It is used in Single Page Application 

(SPA) projects. It extends HTML DOM with additional attributes and makes it more 

responsive to user actions. AngularJS is open source, completely free, and used by thousands 

of developers around the world. It is licensed under the Apache license version 2.0. 

AngularJS is an open-source web application framework. It was originally developed in 2009 

by Misko Hevery and Adam Abrons. It is now maintained by Google. Its latest version is 

1.2.21. 

 AngularJS is a efficient framework that can create Rich Internet Applications (RIA). 

 AngularJS provides developers an options to write client side applications using 

JavaScript in a clean Model View Controller (MVC) way. 

 Applications written in AngularJS are cross-browser compliant. AngularJS 

automatically handles JavaScript code suitable for each browser. 

 AngularJS is open source, completely free, and used by thousands of developers 

around the world. It is licensed under the Apache license version 2.0 

AngularJS is a framework to build large scale, high-performance, and easy to-maintain web 

applications 

 

Hello World using AngularJS 

<html> 

   <head> 

      <title>AngularJS First Application</title> 

   </head> 

    

   <body> 

      <h1>Sample Application</h1> 

       

      <div ng-app = ""> 



         <p>Enter your Name: <input type = "text" ng-model = "name"></p> 

         <p>Hello <span ng-bind = "name"></span>!</p> 

      </div> 

       

      <script src = "https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.3.14/angular.min.js"> 

      </script> 

       

   </body> 

</html> 

 

 

Core Features 

The core features of AngularJS are as follows − 

 Data-binding − It is the automatic synchronization of data between model and view 

components. 

 Scope − These are objects that refer to the model. They act as a glue between 

controller and view. 

 Controller − These are JavaScript functions bound to a particular scope. 

 Services − AngularJS comes with several built-in services such as $http to make a 

XMLHttpRequests. These are singleton objects which are instantiated only once in 

app. 

 Filters − These select a subset of items from an array and returns a new array. 

 Directives − Directives are markers on DOM elements such as elements, attributes, 

css, and more. These can be used to create custom HTML tags that serve as new, 

custom widgets. AngularJS has built-in directives such as ngBind, ngModel, etc. 

 Templates − These are the rendered view with information from the controller and 

model. These can be a single file (such as index.html) or multiple views in one page 

using partials. 

 Routing − It is concept of switching views. 

 Model View Whatever − MVW is a design pattern for dividing an application into 

different parts called Model, View, and Controller, each with distinct responsibilities. 

AngularJS does not implement MVC in the traditional sense, but rather something 

closer to MVVM (Model-View-ViewModel). The Angular JS team refers it 

humorously as Model View Whatever. 



 Deep Linking − Deep linking allows to encode the state of application in the URL so 

that it can be bookmarked. The application can then be restored from the URL to the 

same state. 

 Dependency Injection − AngularJS has a built-in dependency injection subsystem 

that helps the developer to create, understand, and test the applications easily. 

 

The following diagram depicts some important parts of AngularJS which we will discuss in 

detail in the subsequent chapters. 

 

 

Environment Setup 

When you open the link https://angularjs.org/, you will see there are two options to download 

AngularJS library  

 

 View on GitHub − By clicking on this button, you are diverted to GitHub and get all 

the latest scripts. 

https://angularjs.org/


 Download AngularJS 1 − By clicking on this button, a screen you get to see a dialog 

box shown as 

 

 

 

This screen gives various options of using Angular JS as follows − 

 Downloading and hosting files locally 

o There are two different options : Legacy and Latest. The names themselves are 

self-descriptive. The Legacy has version less than 1.2.x and the Latest come 

with version 1.3.x. 

o We can also go with the minimized, uncompressed, or zipped version. 

 CDN access − You also have access to a CDN. The CDN gives you access to regional 

data centers. In this case, the Google host. The CDN transfers the responsibility of 

hosting files from your own servers to a series of external ones. It also offers an 

advantage that if the visitor of your web page has already downloaded a copy of 

AngularJS from the same CDN, there is no need to re-download it. 

Include AngularJS 

<head> 



   <script src = "https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.4.8/angular.min.js"> 

   </script> 

</head> 

AngularJS directives are used to extend HTML. They are special attributes starting with ng-

prefix. Let us discuss the following directives − 

 ng-app − This directive starts an AngularJS Application. 

 ng-init − This directive initializes application data. 

 ng-model − This directive defines the model that is variable to be used in AngularJS. 

 ng-repeat − This directive repeats HTML elements for each item in a collection. 

ng-app directive 

The ng-app directive starts an AngularJS Application. It defines the root element. It 

automatically initializes or bootstraps the application when the web page containing 

AngularJS Application is loaded. It is also used to load various AngularJS modules in 

AngularJS Application. In the following example, we define a default AngularJS application 

using ng-app attribute of a <div> element. 

 

<div ng-app = ""> 

   ... 

</div> 

 

ng-init directive 

The ng-init directive initializes an AngularJS Application data. It is used to assign values to 

the variables. In the following example, we initialize an array of countries. We use JSON 

syntax to define the array of countries. 

<div ng-app = "" ng-init = "countries = [{locale:'en-US',name:'United States'},  

   {locale:'en-GB',name:'United Kingdom'}, {locale:'en-FR',name:'France'}]"> 

   ... 

</div> 

 

ng-model directive 

The ng-model directive defines the model/variable to be used in AngularJS Application. In 

the following example, we define a model named name 

<div ng-app = ""> 



   <p>Enter your Name: <input type = "text" ng-model = "name"></p> 

</div> 

ng-repeat directive 

The ng-repeat directive repeats HTML elements for each item in a collection. In the 

following example, we iterate over the array of countries. 

<div ng-app = ""> 

   <p>List of Countries with locale:</p>    

   <ol> 

      <li ng-repeat = "country in countries"> 

         {{ 'Country: ' + country.name + ', Locale: ' + country.locale }} 

      </li> 

   </ol> 

</div> 

 

AngularJS Expressions 

AngularJS expressions can be written inside double braces: {{ expression }}. 

AngularJS expressions can also be written inside a directive: ng-bind="expression". 

AngularJS will resolve the expression, and return the result exactly where the expression is 

written. 

AngularJS expressions are much like JavaScript expressions: They can contain literals, 

operators, and variables. 

Example {{ 5 + 5 }} or {{ firstName + " " + lastName }} 

 

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.6.9/angular.min.js"></script> 

<body> 

 

<div ng-app=""> 

  <p>My first expression: {{ 5 + 5 }}</p> 

</div> 

 

</body> 

</html> 



AngularJS Numbers 

AngularJS numbers are like JavaScript numbers: 

Example 

<div ng-app="" ng-init="quantity=1;cost=5"> 

 

<p>Total in dollar: {{ quantity * cost }}</p> 

 

</div> 

 

Same example using ng-bind: 

Example 

<div ng-app="" ng-init="quantity=1;cost=5"> 

 

<p>Total in dollar: <span ng-bind="quantity * cost"></span></p> 

 

</div> 

 

AngularJS Strings 

AngularJS strings are like JavaScript strings: 

Example 

<div ng-app="" ng-init="firstName='John';lastName='Doe'"> 

 

<p>The name is {{ firstName + " " + lastName }}</p> 

 

</div> 

 

Same example using ng-bind: 

Example 

<div ng-app="" ng-init="firstName='John';lastName='Doe'"> 

 

<p>The name is <span ng-bind="firstName + ' ' + lastName"></span></p> 

 

</div> 

AngularJS Arrays 

AngularJS arrays are like JavaScript arrays: 

Example 



<div ng-app="" ng-init="points=[1,15,19,2,40]"> 

 

<p>The third result is {{ points[2] }}</p> 

 

</div> 

 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.6.9/angular.min.js"></script>  

<script src="angular.min.js"></script> 

 

 <body ng-init="a='2';b='3';c='5'">  

<div data-ng-init="quantity=1;price=5;quantity1=1;price1=5;quantity2=1;price2=5 "> 

 

<tr>  

<td>Item 1</td>  

<td>Quantity: <input type="number" ng-model="quantity"></td>  

<td> Price: <input type="number" ng-model="price"></td>  

</tr> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: All operations of Angular js are implemented successfully. 

 

 



5. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 5: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

Aim: Develop a web application which involves database operations using NodeJS 

 

Theory: 

What is Node.js? 

 Node.js is an open source server environment 

 Node.js is free 

 Node.js runs on various platforms (Windows, Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, etc.) 

 Node.js uses JavaScript on the server 

 

What Can Node.js Do? 

 Node.js can generate dynamic page content 

 Node.js can create, open, read, write, delete, and close files on the server 

 Node.js can collect form data 

 Node.js can add, delete, modify data in your database 

What is a Node.js File? 

 Node.js files contain tasks that will be executed on certain events 

 A typical event is someone trying to access a port on the server 

 Node.js files must be initiated on the server before having any effect 

 Node.js files have extension ".js" 



Once you have downloaded and installed Node.js on your computer, let's try to display 

"Hello World" in a web browser. 

Create a Node.js file named "myfirst.js", and add the following code: 

myfirst.js 

var http = require('http'); 

 

http.createServer(function (req, res) { 

  res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'text/html'}); 

  res.end('Hello World!'); 

}).listen(8080); 

 

Save the file on your computer: C:\Users\Your Name\myfirst.js 

The code tells the computer to write "Hello World!" if anyone (e.g. a web browser) tries to 

access your computer on port 8080. 

 

Built-in Modules 

Node.js has a set of built-in modules which you can use without any further installation. 

Include Modules 

To include a module, use the require() function with the name of the module: 

 

The Built-in HTTP Module 

Node.js has a built-in module called HTTP, which allows Node.js to transfer data over the 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 

Example: 

var http = require('http'); 

 

http.createServer(function (req, res) { 

  res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'text/html'}); 

  res.end('Hello World!'); 

}).listen(8080); 

 

To include the HTTP module, use the require() method: 

var http = require('http'); 

 

 



Node.js as a Web Server 

The HTTP module can create an HTTP server that listens to server ports and gives a response 

back to the client. 

 

Use the createServer() method to create an HTTP server: 

 

The function passed into the http.createServer() method, will be executed when someone tries 

to access the computer on port 8080. 

Save the code above in a file called "demo_http.js", and initiate the file: 

Initiate demo_http.js: 

C:\Users\Your Name>node demo_http.js 

Create Your Own Modules 

You can create your own modules, and easily include them in your applications.The 

following example creates a module that returns a date and time object: 

Example 

Create a module that returns the current date and time: 

exports.myDateTime = function () { 

 return Date(); 

}; 

Use the exports keyword to make properties and methods available outside the module file. 

Save the code above in a file called "myfirstmodule.js" 

Include Your Own Module 

Now you can include and use the module in any of your Node.js files. 

Example 

Use the module "myfirstmodule" in a Node.js file: 

var http = require('http'); 

var dt = require('./myfirstmodule'); 

http.createServer(function (req, res) { 

  res.writeHead(200, {'Content-Type': 'text/html'}); 

  res.write("The date and time are currently: " + dt.myDateTime()); 

  res.end(); 

}).listen(8080) 

Notice that we use ./ to locate the module, that means that the module is located in the same 

folder as the Node.js file. 

Save the code above in a file called "demo_module.js", and initiate the file: 



Initiate demo_module.js: 

C:\Users\Your Name>node demo_module.js 

What is NPM? 

 NPM is a package manager for Node.js packages, or modules if you like. 

 www.npmjs.com hosts thousands of free packages to download and use. 

 The NPM program is installed on your computer when you install Node.js 

What is a Package? 

A package in Node.js contains all the files you need for a module. 

Modules are JavaScript libraries you can include in your project. 

 

Download a Package 

Downloading a package is very easy. 

Open the command line interface and tell NPM to download the package you want. 

I want to download a package called "upper-case": 

Download "upper-case": 

C:\Users\Your Name>npm install upper-case 

Node.js MySQL 

 

Creating a Database 

To create a database in MySQL, use the "CREATE DATABASE" statement: 

Example 

Create a database named "mydb": 

var mysql = require('mysql'); 

 

var con = mysql.createConnection({ 

  host: "localhost", 

  user: "yourusername", 

  password: "yourpassword" 

}); 

 

con.connect(function(err) { 

  if (err) throw err; 

  console.log("Connected!"); 

  con.query("CREATE DATABASE mydb", function (err, result) { 

    if (err) throw err; 

    console.log("Database created"); 

https://www.npmjs.com/


  }); 

}); 

Creating a Table 

To create a table in MySQL, use the "CREATE TABLE" statement. 

Make sure you define the name of the database when you create the connection: 

 

var mysql = require('mysql'); 

 

var con = mysql.createConnection({ 

  host: "localhost", 

  user: "yourusername", 

  password: "yourpassword", 

  database: "mydb" 

}); 

 

con.connect(function(err) { 

  if (err) throw err; 

  console.log("Connected!"); 

  var sql = "CREATE TABLE customers (name VARCHAR(255), address 

VARCHAR(255))"; 

  con.query(sql, function (err, result) { 

    if (err) throw err; 

    console.log("Table created"); 

  }); 

}); 

 

Insert Into Table 

To fill a table in MySQL, use the "INSERT INTO" statement. 

var sql = "INSERT INTO customers (name, address) VALUES ('Company Inc', 

'Highway 37')"; 

Selecting From a Table 

To select data from a table in MySQL, use the "SELECT" statement. 

con.query("SELECT * FROM customers", function (err, result, fields)  

WHERE" statement: 

con.query("SELECT * FROM customers WHERE address = 'Park Lane 

38'", function (err, result) 

MySQL Order By 

con.query("SELECT * FROM customers ORDER BY name", function (err, result) 



MySQL Delete 

You can delete records from an existing table by using the "DELETE FROM" statement: 

var sql = "DELETE FROM customers WHERE address = 'Mountain 21'"; 

 

Delete a Table 

You can delete an existing table by using the "DROP TABLE" statement: 

var sql = "DROP TABLE customers"; 

 

Update Table 

You can update existing records in a table by using the "UPDATE" statement: 

var sql = "UPDATE customers SET address = 'Canyon 123' WHERE address = 'Valley 

345'"; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: All database operations using NodeJS are performed successfully. 

 

 



6. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 6: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: Improve any Angular (+NodeJS) application by adding Error Handling 

 

Theory: 

AngularJS is SPA framework. Such SPAs (single page applications) are expected to be 

highly responsive which means, among other, solid front-end validation. But most of 

AngularJS apps communicate with back-end apps and must be ready to process server-side 

validation errors too. Moreover, there are some common things that are required for good 

validation and error handling processing core. Here is the list of basical error functionality 

requirements for typical AngularJS app: 

1. input fields and forms must be validated on-the-fly before sending data to back-end 

app; 

2. error handling and common validation rules (e.g. required) must work in 

transparrent way not dirtying controllers with validation code; 

3. custom validation logic (specific to particular page/widget/form) must fit common 

validation interface; 

4. back-end errors (if any) must fit common pattern too and must be transparent for end-

users (look exactly like front-end validation errors); 

5. field and form errors must be shown in user-friendly and smart manner (e.g. do not 

show errors on untouched controls and fields, etc.). 

 

The cool thing about AngularJS is that it has built-in implementation of most needed 

validation and error handling features. All this functionality is embedded in form handling 

logic. So if you want to use built-in validation tools - then you have to: 

 wrap all your input controls into form; 

 name those controls (with name attribute); 

 name the form. 

After that form controller will expose number of validation methods and properties which are 

being automatically monitored and updated by AngularJS core. Each input has several 

properties that represent corresponding control states: $untouched/$touched, 

$pristine/$dirty, $valid/$invalid. Moreover form itself exposes similar properties: 

$pristine/$dirty, $valid/$invalid and $submitted. You can easily combine those 

properties in conditional expressions and use them with ng-class, ng-disabled and other 

directives to get required validation logic and UI effects 

 

/** 



 * Example 1 - ugly manual validation 

 */ 

class BadController { 

    constructor() { 

        this.nameError = false; 

        this.passError = false; 

    } 

    validateName() { 

        // Not empty and latin letters only 

        this.nameError = !this.name || !/^[a-zA-Z]+$/.test(this.name); 

    } 

    validatePass() { 

        // At least 4 characters 

        this.passError = !this.pass || this.pass.length < 4; 

    } 

    submit() { 

        this.validateName(); 

        this.validatePass(); 

        if (this.nameError || this.passError) { 

            return; 

        } 

        alert(`Submit ${this.name}/${this.pass}`); 

    } 

} 

<div class="form-group" 

    ng-class="{'has-error': $ctrl.nameError}"> 

    <label for="bad_name">Name:</label> 

    <input id="bad_name" type="text" class="form-control" 

placeholder="required, latin letters only" 

        ng-model="$ctrl.name" 

        ng-focus="$ctrl.nameError = false" 

        ng-blur="$ctrl.validateName()"> 

</div> 

<!--...--> 

<div class="form-group" 

    ng-class="{'has-error': $ctrl.passError}"> 

    <label for="bad_pass">Password:</label> 

    <input id="bad_pass" type="password" class="form-control" 

placeholder="required, longer than 4 chars" 

        ng-model="$ctrl.pass" 

        ng-focus="$ctrl.passError = false" 

        ng-blur="$ctrl.validatePass()"> 

</div> 

<!--...--> 

<button class="btn btn-primary pull-right" 

    ng-click="$ctrl.submit()"> 

    Submit 

</button> 

 

 

 

 

In fact you have two main options to define error styles: 



 dynamically add custom CSS classes to elements with ng-class directive depending 

on control validation properties (e.g. ng-class="{'has-error': 

$ctrl.formName.fieldName.$touched && $ctrl.formName.fieldName.$invalid}") 

 define style rules in CSS (LESS, SASS, etc.) files, that are bound to standard 

AngularJS validation classes (e.g. .ng-invalid.ng-touched {background-color: red;}) 

The second option is more preferable, because it keeps templates much cleaner. 

In our above examples we disabled save button to prevent user from submission when form is 

invalid. It's not the best approach for sure. You are free to implement any validation scenario 

you need. But in most cases we prefer next approach: 

1. allow user to submit form even if form is invalid; 

2. if user hasn't tried to submit form - then do not show errors on control unless user 

touched and left it; 

3. if user has tried to submit form - then show errors on all invalid controls and form 

itself. 

Form controller exposes very useful property $submitted along with ng-submitted class and 

$setSubmitted() method. And AngularJS implementation of above validation approach can 

look like this: 

 ng-class="{'has-error': $ctrl.formName.fieldName.$invalid && 

($ctrl.formName.fieldName.$touched || $ctrl.formName.$submitted)}" 

 .ng-invalid.ng-touched, .ng-submitted .ng-invalid {background-color: red;} 

ng-messages 

Highlighting invalid controls is not enought for good validation core. You need to show 

somehow error notifications so the user will know what is wrong. The best way to do this in 

AngularJS app is ng-messages directive 

<label for="name6">Name:</label> 

<ng-messages role="alert" 

    ng-if="$ctrl.form6.name_field.$touched || $ctrl.form6.$submitted" 

    for="$ctrl.form6.name_field.$error"> 

    <span ng-message="serverError" class="label label-

danger">{{$ctrl.serverErrorMessages.name_field[0]}}</span> 

    <span ng-message="pattern" class="label label-danger">Please use latin 

letters only</span> 

    <span ng-message="required" class="label label-danger">This field is 

equired</span> 

</ng-messages> 

<input id="name6" name="name_field" type="text" class="form-control" 

placeholder="required, back-end app accepts `Guido` name only" 

       ng-model="$ctrl.name_field" 

       required 

       ng-pattern="/^[a-zA-Z]+$/"> 

 

Conclusion: Error handling in angular application completed successfully. 

 



7. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 7: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: Develop a web application which involves database operations using Express. 

 

Theory: 

Express.js is a web framework for Node.js. It is a fast, robust and asynchronous in nature. 

What is Express.js 

Express is a fast, assertive, essential and moderate web framework of Node.js. You can 

assume express as a layer built on the top of the Node.js that helps manage a server and 

routes. It provides a robust set of features to develop web and mobile applications core 

features of Express framework: 

o It can be used to design single-page, multi-page and hybrid web applications. 

o It allows to setup middlewares to respond to HTTP Requests. 

o It defines a routing table which is used to perform different actions based on HTTP 

method and URL. 

o It allows to dynamically render HTML Pages based on passing arguments to 

templates. 

Why use Express 

o Ultra fast I/O 

o Asynchronous and single threaded 

o MVC like structure 

o Robust API makes routing easy 

Install Express.js 

Firstly, you have to install the express framework globally to create web application using 

Node terminal. Use the following command to install express framework globally. 

1. npm install -g express  

Use the following command to install express: 

1. npm install express --save   

The above command install express in node_module directory and create a directory named 

express inside the node_module. You should install some other important modules along with 

express. Following is the list: 



o body-parser: This is a node.js middleware for handling JSON, Raw, Text and URL 

encoded form data. 

o cookie-parser: It is used to parse Cookie header and populate req.cookies with an 

object keyed by the cookie names. 

o multer: This is a node.js middleware for handling multipart/form-data. 

 

npm install body-parser --save    

npm install cookie-parser --save    

npm install multer --save   

 

Example: 

Create a new file called index.js and type the following in it. 

 

var express = require('express'); 

var app = express(); 

 

app.get('/', function(req, res){ 

   res.send("Hello world!"); 

}); 

 

app.listen(3000); 

 

Save the file, go to your terminal and type the following. 

 

nodemon index.js 

 

this will start the server. To test this app, open your browser and go 

to http://localhost:3000 and a message will be displayed as in the following screenshot. 

 

 



app.get(route, callback) 

This function tells what to do when a get request at the given route is called. The callback 

function has 2 parameters, request(req) and response(res).  

The request object(req) represents the HTTP request and has properties for the request query 

string, parameters, body, HTTP headers, etc. Similarly, the response object represents the 

HTTP response that the Express app sends when it receives an HTTP request. 

res.send() 

This function takes an object as input and it sends this to the requesting client. Here we are 

sending the string "Hello World!". 

app.listen(port, [host], [backlog], [callback]]) 

This function binds and listens for connections on the specified host and port. Port is the only 

required parameter here. 

S.No. Argument & Description 

1 port 

A port number on which the server should accept incoming requests. 

2 host 

Name of the domain. You need to set it when you deploy your apps to the cloud. 

3 backlog 

The maximum number of queued pending connections. The default is 511. 

4 callback 

An asynchronous function that is called when the server starts listening for requests. 

The HTTP method is supplied in the request and specifies the operation that the client has 

requested. The following table lists the most used HTTP methods − 

S.No. Method & Description 

1 

GET 

The GET method requests a representation of the specified resource. Requests using 

GET should only retrieve data and should have no other effect. 

2 

POST 

The POST method requests that the server accept the data enclosed in the request as a 



new object/entity of the resource identified by the URI. 

3 

PUT 

The PUT method requests that the server accept the data enclosed in the request as a 

modification to existing object identified by the URI. If it does not exist then the PUT 

method should create one. 

4 

DELETE 

The DELETE method requests that the server delete the specified resource. 

These are the most common HTTP methods 

ExpressJS - Database 

We keep receiving requests, but end up not storing them anywhere. We need a Database to 

store the data. For this, we will make use of the NoSQL database called MongoDB 

We keep receiving requests, but end up not storing them anywhere. We need a Database to 

store the data. For this, we will make use of the NoSQL database called MongoDB. 

Install MongoDB On Windows 

To install MongoDB on Windows, first download the latest release of MongoDB from 

https://www.mongodb.com/download-center 

 

In order to use Mongo with Express, we need a client API for node. There are multiple 

options for us, but for this tutorial, we will stick to mongoose. Mongoose is used for 

document Modeling in Node for MongoDB. For document modeling, we create a Model 

(much like a class in document oriented programming), and then we produce documents 

using this Model (like we create documents of a class in OOP). All our processing will be 

done on these "documents", then finally, we will write these documents in our database. 

https://www.mongodb.com/download-center
http://mongoosejs.com/


Setting up Mongoose 

Now that you have installed Mongo, let us install Mongoose, the same way we have been 

installing our other node packages − 

npm install --save mongoose 

Before we start using mongoose, we have to create a database using the Mongo shell. To 

create a new database, open your terminal and enter "mongo". A Mongo shell will start, enter 

the following code − 

use my_db 

A new database will be created for you. Whenever you open up the mongo shell, it will 

default to "test" db and you will have to change to your database using the same command as 

above. 

To use Mongoose, we will require it in our index.js file and then connect to the mongodb 

service running on mongodb://localhost. 

var mongoose = require('mongoose'); 

mongoose.connect('mongodb://localhost/my_db'); 

Now our app is connected to our database, let us create a new Model. This model will act as a 

collection in our database. To create a new Model, use the following code, before defining 

any route − 

var personSchema = mongoose.Schema({ 

   name: String, 

   age: Number, 

   nationality: String 

}); 

var Person = mongoose.model("Person", personSchema); 

The above code defines the schema for a person and is used to create a Mongoose Mode 

Person. 

Saving Documents 

Now, we will create a new html form; this form will help you get the details of a person and 

save it to our database. To create the form, create a new view file called person.pug in views 

directory with the following content − 

html 

head 

   title Person 

   body 

      form(action = "/person", method = "POST") 

      div 

         label(for = "name") Name:  



         input(name = "name") 

      br 

      div 

         label(for = "age") Age:  

         input(name = "age") 

      br 

      div 

         label(for = "nationality") Nationality:  

         input(name = "nationality") 

      br 

      button(type = "submit") Create new person 

Also add a new get route in index.js to render this document − 

app.get('/person', function(req, res){ 

   res.render('person'); 

}); 

Go to "localhost:3000/person" to check if the form is displaying the correct output. Note that 

this is just the UI, it is not working yet. The following screenshot shows how the form is 

displayed − 

 

We will now define a post route handler at '/person' which will handle this request 

app.post('/person', function(req, res){ 

   var personInfo = req.body; //Get the parsed information 

    

   if(!personInfo.name || !personInfo.age || !personInfo.nationality){ 

      res.render('show_message', { 

         message: "Sorry, you provided worng info", type: "error"}); 



   } else { 

      var newPerson = new Person({ 

         name: personInfo.name, 

         age: personInfo.age, 

         nationality: personInfo.nationality 

      }); 

   

      newPerson.save(function(err, Person){ 

         if(err) 

            res.render('show_message', {message: "Database error", type: "error"}); 

         else 

            res.render('show_message', { 

               message: "New person added", type: "success", person: personInfo}); 

      }); 

   } 

}); 

In the above code, if we receive any empty field or do not receive any field, we will send an 

error response. But if we receive a well-formed document, then we create a newPerson 

document from Person model and save it to our DB using the newPerson.save() function. 

This is defined in Mongoose and accepts a callback as argument. This callback has 2 

arguments – error and response. These arguments will render the show_message view. 

To show the response from this route, we will also need to create a show_message view. 

Create a new view with the following code − 

html 

   head 

      title Person 

   body 

      if(type == "error") 

         h3(style = "color:red") #{message} 

      else 

         h3 New person,  

            name: #{person.name},  

            age: #{person.age} and  

            nationality: #{person.nationality} added! 

We will receive the following response on successfully submitting the 

form(show_message.pug) − 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Thus we have successfully  developed a web application which involves 

database operations using Express. 

 



8. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 8: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

Aim: Create modern, scalable and high-speed Web Applications with Angular and Node.js + 

Express 

Theory: 

Retrieving Documents 

Mongoose provides a lot of functions for retrieving documents, we will focus on 3 of those. 

All these functions also take a callback as the last parameter, and just like the save function, 

their arguments are error and response. The three functions are as follows − 

Model.find(conditions, callback) 

This function finds all the documents matching the fields in conditions object. Same 

operators used in Mongo also work in mongoose. For example, 

Person.find(function(err, response){ 

   console.log(response); 

}); 

This will fetch all the documents from the person's collection. 

Person.find({name: "Ayush", age: 20},  

   function(err, response){ 

      console.log(response); 

}); 

This will fetch all documents where field name is "Ayush" and age is 20. 

We can also provide projection we need, i.e., the fields we need. For example, if we want 

only the names of people whose nationality is "Indian", we use − 

Person.find({nationality: "Indian"}, "name", function(err, response){ 

   console.log(response); 

}); 

Model.findOne(conditions, callback) 

This function always fetches a single, most relevant document. It has the same exact 

arguments as Model.find(). 

Model.findById(id, callback) 

This function takes in the _id(defined by mongo) as the first argument, an optional projection 

string and a callback to handle the response. For example, 



Person.findById("507f1f77bcf86cd799439011", function(err, response){ 

   console.log(response); 

}); 

Let us now create a route to view all people records − 

var express = require('express'); 

var app = express(); 

 

var mongoose = require('mongoose'); 

mongoose.connect('mongodb://localhost/my_db'); 

 

var personSchema = mongoose.Schema({ 

   name: String, 

   age: Number, 

   nationality: String 

}); 

 

var Person = mongoose.model("Person", personSchema); 

 

app.get('/people', function(req, res){ 

   Person.find(function(err, response){ 

      res.json(response); 

   }); 

}); 

 

app.listen(3000); 

 

Updating Documents 

Mongoose provides 3 functions to update documents. The functions are described below − 

Model.update(condition, updates, callback) 

This function takes a conditions and updates an object as input and applies the changes to all 

the documents matching the conditions in the collection. For example, following code will 

update the nationality "American" in all Person documents − 

Person.update({age: 25}, {nationality: "American"}, function(err, response){ 

   console.log(response); 

}); 

Model.findOneAndUpdate(condition, updates, callback) 

It finds one document based on the query and updates that according to the second argument. 

It also takes a callback as last argument. Let us perform the following example to understand 

the function 

Person.findOneAndUpdate({name: "Ayush"}, {age: 40}, function(err, response) { 

   console.log(response); 



}); 

Model.findByIdAndUpdate(id, updates, callback) 

This function updates a single document identified by its id. For example, 

Person.findByIdAndUpdate("507f1f77bcf86cd799439011", {name: "James"},  

   function(err, response){ 

      console.log(response); 

}); 

Let us now create a route to update people. This will be a PUT route with the id as a 

parameter and details in the payload. 

var express = require('express'); 

var app = express(); 

 

var mongoose = require('mongoose'); 

mongoose.connect('mongodb://localhost/my_db'); 

 

var personSchema = mongoose.Schema({ 

   name: String, 

   age: Number, 

   nationality: String 

}); 

 

var Person = mongoose.model("Person", personSchema); 

 

app.put('/people/:id', function(req, res){ 

   Person.findByIdAndUpdate(req.params.id, req.body, function(err, response){ 

      if(err) res.json({message: "Error in updating person with id " + req.params.id}); 

      res.json(response); 

   }); 

}); 

app.listen(3000); 

To test this route, enter the following in your terminal (replace the id with an id from your 

created people) − 

curl -X PUT --data "name = James&age = 20&nationality = American 

"http://localhost:3000/people/507f1f77bcf86cd799439011 

This will update the document associated with the id provided in the route with the above 

details. 

Deleting Documents 

We have covered Create, Read and Update, now we will see how Mongoose can be used to 

Delete documents. We have 3 functions here, exactly like update. 



Model.remove(condition, [callback]) 

This function takes a condition object as input and removes all documents matching the 

conditions. For example, if we need to remove all people aged 20, use the following syntax − 

Person.remove({age:20}); 

Model.findOneAndRemove(condition, [callback]) 

This functions removes a single, most relevant document according to conditions object. Let 

us execute the following code to understand the same. 

Person.findOneAndRemove({name: "Ayush"}); 

Model.findByIdAndRemove(id, [callback]) 

This function removes a single document identified by its id. For example, 

Person.findByIdAndRemove("507f1f77bcf86cd799439011"); 

Let us now create a route to delete people from our database. 

var express = require('express'); 

var app = express(); 

 

var mongoose = require('mongoose'); 

mongoose.connect('mongodb://localhost/my_db'); 

 

var personSchema = mongoose.Schema({ 

   name: String, 

   age: Number, 

   nationality: String 

}); 

 

var Person = mongoose.model("Person", personSchema); 

 

app.delete('/people/:id', function(req, res){ 

   Person.findByIdAndRemove(req.params.id, function(err, response){ 

      if(err) res.json({message: "Error in deleting record id " + req.params.id}); 

      else res.json({message: "Person with id " + req.params.id + " removed."}); 

   }); 

}); 

 

app.listen(3000); 

To check the output, use the following curl command −  

curl -X DELETE http://localhost:3000/people/507f1f77bcf86cd799439011 

This will remove the person with given id producing the following message − 



{message: "Person with id 507f1f77bcf86cd799439011 removed."} 

 

Conclusion: Thus we can Create modern, scalable and high-speed Web Applications with 

Angular and Node.js + Express 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 9: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

Aim: Create a RESTful service with Node, Express and MongoDB. 

Theory: 

RESTful Web Services are basically REST Architecture based Web Services. In REST 

Architecture everything is a resource. RESTful web services are light weight, highly scalable 

and maintainable and are very commonly used to create APIs for web-based applications. 

This tutorial will teach you the basics of RESTful Web Services and contains chapters 

discussing all the basic components of RESTful Web Services with suitable examples. 

What is REST architecture? 

REST stands for REpresentational State Transfer. REST is web standards based architecture 

and uses HTTP Protocol. It revolves around resource where every component is a resource 

and a resource is accessed by a common interface using HTTP standard methods. REST was 

first introduced by Roy Fielding in 2000. 

In REST architecture, a REST Server simply provides access to resources and REST client 

accesses and modifies the resources. Here each resource is identified by URIs/ global IDs. 

REST uses various representation to represent a resource like text, JSON, XML. JSON is the 

most popular one. 

HTTP methods 

Following four HTTP methods are commonly used in REST based architecture. 

 GET − Provides a read only access to a resource. 

 POST − Used to create a new resource. 

 DELETE − Used to remove a resource. 

 PUT − Used to update a existing resource or create a new resource. 

 

 



 

Given below table includes REST API’s and their respective methods: 

API Method Endpoint 

POST endpoint/create-student 

GET endpoint/ (list students) 

GET endpoint/get-student/:id (get student from students list) 

PUT endpoint/update-student/:id (update specific student data) 

DELETE endpoint/remove-student/:id (delete specific student data) 

 

In order to work on this tutorial you must have Node.js setup in your system, Then, you must 

have MongoDB installed in your system, 

 Node.js RESTful API Project Setup 

mkdir node-express-rest-api && cd node-express-rest-api 

Run npm command to initialize the project via Node js 

npm init 

name: (node-express-rest-api) 



version: (0.0.0) 

description: A node rest api project. 

entry point: (index.js) 

test command: 

git repository: (https://github.com/SinghDigamber/node-express-rest-api) 

 

In next step, we are installing required npm modules to create RESTful APIs. 

npm install --save express mongoose cors body-parser 

 

install nodemon module. It’ll save us from restarting the server every-time we make the 

changes in the projec 

npm install nodemon --save-dev 

Final package.json File 

 MongoDB Set up  

In this step, we are going to keep database settings using Mongoose. Create a folder in the 

root of your project and name it db. Create a file by the name of database.js in the db folder. 

In this file we will keep mongoDB settings, it will help us in making the database connection 

in MEAN stack app. 

mkdir db 

touch database.js 

module.exports = { 

  db: 'mongodb://localhost:27017/restapi' 

} 

 

Creating Student Schema Module 

mkdir model && cd model && touch student.model.js 

Go to model > student.model.js file and add the following code: 



const mongoose = require('mongoose'); 

const Schema = mongoose.Schema; 

let studentSchema = new Schema({ 

    name: { 

        type: String 

    }, 

    email: { 

        type: String 

    }, 

    dob: { 

        type: Date 

    } 

}, { 

    collection: 'students' 

}) 

module.exports = mongoose.model('StudentSchema', studentSchema) 

we will build RESTful APIs with Express js in Node js app 

mkdir routes && cd routes && touch student.route.js 

Node App Server Settings 

First, create a server.js file in the root of your project. In this file, we will keep our server 

settings. 

As you can see in above file, we have performed the following tasks: 

 MongoDB connection 

 Express JS settings 

 Defined REST API root 

 CreateD PORT for Node app 

 Express.js route error handling 

 Setting up build location via express 



Now, we have successfully produced Node, Express and MongoDB RESTful API with the 

following structure: 

 name 

 email 

  

 dob (date of birth) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion : By following given steps we can  Create a RESTful service with Node, Express 

and MongoDB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Lab Exercise  

Exercise No 10: (2 Hours) – 1 Practical 

 

Aim: Advanced MongoDB: geospatial Queries, aggregation pipeline, and operators. 

 

Theory: 

MongoDB supports query operations on geospatial data 

Geospatial Data:In MongoDB, you can store geospatial data as GeoJSON objects or as legacy 

coordinate pairs. 

GeoJSON Objects  

To calculate geometry over an Earth-like sphere, store your location data as GeoJSON 

objects. 

To specify GeoJSON data, use an embedded document with: 

 a field named type that specifies the GeoJSON object type and 

 a field named coordinates that specifies the object's coordinates. 

 <field>: { type: <GeoJSON type> , coordinates: <coordinates> } 

For example, to specify a GeoJSON Point: 

location: { 

type: "Point", 

coordinates: [-73.856077, 40.848447] 

} 

For a list of the GeoJSON objects supported in MongoDB as well as examples, see GeoJSON 

objects. 

MongoDB geospatial queries on GeoJSON objects calculate on a sphere; MongoDB uses 

the WGS84 reference system for geospatial queries on GeoJSON objects. 

Geospatial Indexes  

MongoDB provides the following geospatial index types to support the geospatial queries. 

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-geojson
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-legacy
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-legacy
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#geojson-objects
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/geojson/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/geojson/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/geojson/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/geojson/#std-label-geojson-point
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/geojson/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/geojson/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/glossary/#std-term-WGS84
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#geospatial-indexes


2dsphere  

2dsphere indexes support queries that calculate geometries on an earth-like sphere. 

To create a 2dsphere index, use the db.collection.createIndex() method and specify the string 

literal "2dsphere" as the index type: 

db.collection.createIndex( { <location field> : "2dsphere" } ) 

where the <location field> is a field whose value is either a GeoJSON object or a legacy 

coordinates pair. 

Geospatial Query Operators  

MongoDB provides the following geospatial query operators: 

Geospatial Aggregation Stage  

MongoDB provides the following geospatial aggregation pipeline stage: 

 

 

 

 

Geospatial Aggregation Stage  

MongoDB provides the following geospatial aggregation pipeline stage: 

 

 

 

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#2dsphere
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/core/2dsphere/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-geometry
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/method/db.collection.createIndex/#mongodb-method-db.collection.createIndex
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-geojson
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-legacy
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#std-label-geospatial-legacy
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#geospatial-query-operators
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#geospatial-aggregation-stage
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/core/aggregation-pipeline/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#geospatial-aggregation-stage
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/core/aggregation-pipeline/


 

 

 

Examples  

Create a collection places with the following documents: 

db.places.insertMany( [ 

{ 

name: "Central Park", 

location: { type: "Point", coordinates: [ -73.97, 40.77 ] }, 

category: "Parks" 

}, 

{ 

name: "Sara D. Roosevelt Park", 

location: { type: "Point", coordinates: [ -73.9928, 40.7193 ] }, 

category: "Parks" 

}, 

{ 

name: "Polo Grounds", 

location: { type: "Point", coordinates: [ -73.9375, 40.8303 ] }, 

category: "Stadiums" 

} 

] ) 

The following operation creates a 2dsphere index on the location field: 

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/geospatial-queries/#examples


db.places.createIndex( { location: "2dsphere" } ) 

The places collection above has a 2dsphere index. The following query uses 

the $near operator to return documents that are at least 1000 meters from and at most 5000 

meters from the specified GeoJSON point, sorted in order from nearest to farthest: 

db.places.find( 

{ 

location: 

{ $near: 

{ 

$geometry: { type: "Point", coordinates: [ -73.9667, 40.78 ] }, 

$minDistance: 1000, 

$maxDistance: 5000 

} 

} 

} 

) 

The following operation uses the $geoNear aggregation operation to return documents that 

match the query filter { category: "Parks" }, sorted in order of nearest to farthest to the 

specified GeoJSON point: 

db.places.aggregate( [ 

{ 

$geoNear: { 

near: { type: "Point", coordinates: [ -73.9667, 40.78 ] }, 

spherical: true, 

query: { category: "Parks" }, 

distanceField: "calcDistance" 

} 

} 

] ) 

 

 

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/query/near/#mongodb-query-op.-near
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/geoNear/#mongodb-pipeline-pipe.-geoNear


Expression Operators  

These expression operators are available to construct expressions for use in the aggregation 

pipeline stages. 

Operator expressions are similar to functions that take arguments. In general, these 

expressions take an array of arguments and have the following form: 

{ <operator>: [ <argument1>, <argument2> ... ] } 

If operator accepts a single argument, you can omit the outer array designating the argument 

list: 

{ <operator>: <argument> } 

To avoid parsing ambiguity if the argument is a literal array, you must wrap the literal array 

in a $literal expression or keep the outer array that designates the argument list. 

Arithmetic Expression Operators  

Arithmetic expressions perform mathematic operations on numbers. Some arithmetic 

expressions can also support date arithmetic. 

Name Description 

$abs Returns the absolute value of a number. 

$add Adds numbers to return the sum, or adds numbers and a date to return a new date. If 

adding numbers and a date, treats the numbers as milliseconds. Accepts any number 

of argument expressions, but at most, one expression can resolve to a date. 

$ceil  Returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to the specified number. 

$divide Returns the result of dividing the first number by the second. Accepts two argument 

expressions. 

$exp Raises e to the specified exponent. 

$floor Returns the largest integer less than or equal to the specified number. 

 

 

Array Expression Operators  

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/#expression-operators
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/meta/aggregation-quick-reference/#std-label-aggregation-expressions
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation-pipeline/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation-pipeline/
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/literal/#mongodb-expression-exp.-literal
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/#arithmetic-expression-operators
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/abs/#mongodb-expression-exp.-abs
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/add/#mongodb-expression-exp.-add
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/ceil/#mongodb-expression-exp.-ceil
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/divide/#mongodb-expression-exp.-divide
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/exp/#mongodb-expression-exp.-exp
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/floor/#mongodb-expression-exp.-floor
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/#array-expression-operators


Name Description 

$arrayElemAt  Returns the element at the specified array index. 

$arrayToObject  Converts an array of key value pairs to a document. 

$concatArrays  Concatenates arrays to return the concatenated array. 

$filter Selects a subset of the array to return an array with only the elements that 

match the filter condition. 

$first Returns the first array element. Distinct from $first accumulator. 

 

 

Boolean Expression Operators  

Boolean expressions evaluate their argument expressions as booleans and return a boolean as 

the result. 

In addition to the false boolean value, Boolean expression evaluates as false the 

following: null, 0, and undefined values. The Boolean expression evaluates all other values 

as true, including non-zero numeric values and arrays. 

Name Description 

$and Returns true only when all its expressions evaluate to true. Accepts any number of 

argument expressions. 

$not Returns the boolean value that is the opposite of its argument expression. Accepts 

a single argument expression. 

$or Returns true when any of its expressions evaluates to true. Accepts any number of 

argument expressions. 

 

 

Comparison Expression Operators  

Comparison expressions return a boolean except for $cmp which returns a number. 

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/arrayElemAt/#mongodb-expression-exp.-arrayElemAt
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/arrayToObject/#mongodb-expression-exp.-arrayToObject
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/concatArrays/#mongodb-expression-exp.-concatArrays
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/filter/#mongodb-expression-exp.-filter
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/first-array-element/#mongodb-expression-exp.-first
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/first/#mongodb-group-grp.-first
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/#boolean-expression-operators
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/and/#mongodb-expression-exp.-and
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/not/#mongodb-expression-exp.-not
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/or/#mongodb-expression-exp.-or
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/#comparison-expression-operators
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/cmp/#mongodb-expression-exp.-cmp


The comparison expressions take two argument expressions and compare both value and 

type, using the specified BSON comparison order for values of different types. 

Name Description 

$cmp Returns 0 if the two values are equivalent, 1 if the first value is greater than the 

second, and -1 if the first value is less than the second. 

$eq Returns true if the values are equivalent. 

$gt  Returns true if the first value is greater than the second. 

$gte  Returns true if the first value is greater than or equal to the second. 

$lt  Returns true if the first value is less than the second. 

 

 

Conditional Expression Operators  

Name Description 

$cond A ternary operator that evaluates one expression, and depending on the result, returns the 

value of one of the other two expressions. Accepts either three expressions in an ordered 

list or three named parameters. 

$ifNull  Returns either the non-null result of the first expression or the result of the second 

expression if the first expression results in a null result. Null result encompasses instances 

of undefined values or missing fields. Accepts two expressions as arguments. The result 

of the second expression can be null. 

$switch Evaluates a series of case expressions. When it finds an expression which evaluates 

to true, $switch executes a specified expression and breaks out of the control flow. 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Thus we have completed operations of Advanced MongoDB with  geospatial 

Queries, aggregation pipeline, and operators 

https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/bson-type-comparison-order/#std-label-bson-types-comparison-order
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/cmp/#mongodb-expression-exp.-cmp
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/eq/#mongodb-expression-exp.-eq
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/gt/#mongodb-expression-exp.-gt
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/gte/#mongodb-expression-exp.-gte
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/lt/#mongodb-expression-exp.-lt
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/#conditional-expression-operators
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/cond/#mongodb-expression-exp.-cond
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/ifNull/#mongodb-expression-exp.-ifNull
https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/reference/operator/aggregation/switch/#mongodb-expression-exp.-switch

